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Additional traffic at rush hour makes getting to the stadium even more of a challenge on weeknights.

Monday night at Gillette? Some fans are
punting

By Dugan Arnett

GLOBE STAFF  DECEMBER 12, 2016

For the record, Paul McCarthy isn’t afraid of a little discomfort.
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A Patriots season ticket holder for 23 years, he’s endured every dreadful game-day condition

imaginable. Single-digit temperatures. Pouring rains. Back in 2002, he sat through a veritable

blizzard during the team’s famed “Snow Bowl” victory over the Oakland Raiders.

But the prospect of attending a weeknight game at Gillette

Stadium — a nightmarish hellscape of clogged roadways,

traffic pileups, and unmaneuverable parking lots — is

where the Pelham, N.H., resident draws the line.

“Not even interested,” says McCarthy, who long ago

ditched his tickets to this Monday night’s game against the

visiting Baltimore Ravens. “Don’t wanna go.”

Get The Weekender in your inbox:
The Globe's top picks for what to see and do each weekend,
in Boston and beyond.

In other NFL locales, a Monday Night Football appearance might be an event worthy of civic

celebration, of weeklong buildup and raucous pregame parking lot scenes. But in New England, at

least for some, it’s something to be tolerated — or, in many cases, avoided altogether. For them,

getting there, and getting home again, sometimes is not worth the hassle.

Sign Up
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Terrell Suggs
acknowledges Brady’s
success, but not by name
It’s been six years since the Ravens linebacker

has uttered Brady’s name.

 Dan Shaughnessy: Belichick has a

long history with Baltimore Ravens

“The night games would be the first to go,’’ says Justin Belair, a season ticket holder who admits to

skipping the majority of Patriots weeknight games, including this Monday’s. “You post the tickets for

sale, or look to donate or give to clients or friends.”

The numbers, certainly, seem to back that up.

According to SeatGeek, a resale ticket company, the

Patriots are one of the few teams in the NFL whose ticket

demand shrinks for a Monday night game. On average,

tickets to a 1 p.m. Sunday game ($282), 4 p.m. Sunday

game ($307), and Sunday night game ($324) fetch

considerably more on the secondary market than does a

Patriots Monday night matchup ($228).
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The only tickets cheaper, in fact, are those for Thursday

night games, which pose the same logistical challenges as a

Monday night tilt, without the added prestige.

Despite the dip in Monday night demand, however, it’s not as if the team is hurting for fans. Plenty

are still willing to brave the hassles of a weeknight game to see the Patriots live, and Monday night’s

contest, like every New England game since 1994, has sold out.

JOSH REYNOLDS FOR THE BOSTON GLOBE

Patriots season ticket holder Sahal Laher has had his fill of weeknight games, but an invitation to watch from

a suite is one reason he plans to be in Foxborough this evening.

“It’s a necessary evil,” says Al Messer of Windham, N.H., a season ticket holder since ’83. “If they’re

putting a good product on the field, if you’re a true fan, you’re going to make the effort to suck it up.”
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But as anyone who has made the Gillette pilgrimage for a game can attest, getting in and out of the

stadium even in the best conditions can be daunting. Add in the rush-hour traffic and time constraints

of a weeknight, and it can become what many insist amounts to a two-day commitment.

Because leaving the office at 5 p.m. and making it into the stadium for an 8:30 p.m. kickoff can be a

tight squeeze, many fans take Monday afternoon off work.

Forget tailgating, a staple of Sunday afternoon games. By the time fans inch into the stadium, many

have little time to grab a concession-stand burger, let alone fire one up on a parking lot grill. The late

kickoff, meanwhile, means the game won’t wrap up before 11:30 p.m. Add an hour or more of

crawling parking lot traffic, plus the commute, and it’s not uncommon for many fans to arrive home

after 2 a.m.

“Years ago, I [could] just drag myself into work” the next day, says Scott Hannula of Groveland, who

tends to arrange a late arrival to work the day after a weeknight game. “But I feel like at this point in

my life, I probably don’t need to be a zombie.”

Is it any surprise, then, that even some diehard fans are happy taking a proverbial knee?

Take Sahal Laher, a longtime season ticket holder who, after years of battling weeknight traffic only to

arrive home around 2 a.m., has had his fill of weeknight games.

When the Patriots hosted the Houston Texans in a Thursday night meeting earlier this year, he gifted

the tickets to a neighbor rather than go himself. And while he does plan to attend this Monday’s

game, he’s quick to point out that the decision stems more from circumstances — an invitation to

watch from a suite; a prime opponent in the playoff-contending Ravens — than anything else.

Were the Patriots playing, say, the lowly 49ers, Laher admits, “the juice wouldn’t be worth the

squeeze.”

If there’s a silver lining to the Monday night hassles, it’s that the cheaper secondary-market ticket

prices can open things up for fans not willing or able to swing the cost of a Sunday game.

As Chris Leyden, a spokesman for SeatGeek, points out: “Because the Patriots are one of the most in-

demand teams in the NFL, weekday games actually offer an incredible value.”
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Still, for some, skipping a trip to Gillette on Monday is hardly a sacrifice.

McCarthy, for instance, envisions his Monday night going like this: At some point in the evening,

right around the time Route 1 is choked with game-night traffic, he’ll cook up some steak tips on the

grill. Later, as game-time approaches and his season-ticket-holding brethren are filing into the

stadium or waiting in line for beers, he’ll be settling into his recliner.

For the next three hours, he’ll watch the Patriots and Ravens do battle from the comfort of his home.

And after the game, he’ll flip off the TV and make the short walk to the bedroom.

“It’ll be lights out by midnight,” he says, “no matter what happens.”

JIM DAVIS/GLOBE STAFF/FILE

Fans stayed warm with a fire in a Gillette Stadium parking lot prior to a 2015 Monday night game against the

Bills.
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Matt Rocheleau of the Globe staff contributed to this report. Dugan Arnett can be reached at

dugan.arnett@globe.com. Follow him on Twitter @duganarnett.
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her husband Jared Kushner.

Millennials channel HGTV when buying houses

MORE...

For years before I even entertained the idea of owning a home, I hunkered down most nights and

watched a slew of TV shows about doing just that. I’m not alone.

Is eating out cheaper than cooking at home?

MORE...

Jane Dornbusch recreated a rib-eye steak dinner from Outback Steakhouse in her kitchen, and

compared the costs.

Schools seek balance for cellphones in class

MORE...

Some educators maintain that smartphones in schools are crucial to being competitive in a global

market, while others insist they distract students. 

Legal Sea Foods ad has people upset

MORE...

Legal Sea Foods likes to create edgy ad campaigns and their newest entry, printed in the Globe, is no

exception. 

Patriots End Zone Militia ready to do battle Saturday

MORE...

We checked in with Geoff Campbell, the captain of the colonial crew, as they prepared for Saturday’s

Texans-Pats playoff tilt.

For my parents, home is where they park it.

MORE...

Last summer, they sold their 3,500 square-foot house and moved into a decked out Class A motor

home. 
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Local TV news colleagues turned competitors engage in e-mail battle

MORE...

Check out the entertaining exchange between longtime WCVB-TV cameraman Stan Forman and Phil

Lipof, who recently left the station to take a job at NBC Boston.

As the Bidens pack up, a look at their mark on the vice president’s residence
MORE...The 1893 home has been used by vice presidents since 1974.

Edinburgh offers variety for budget travelers

MORE...

There’s hardly been a better time to travel to Scotland — Britain’s exit from the European Union has

weakened the pound, meaning your dollar will go farther than it has in years. 

Rabbi Susan Abramson reaches out to other faiths in pursuit of understanding

MORE...

The longest serving female rabbi in Massachusetts is well-known for her efforts to bring people

together.

Burlington just got the fast-casual restaurant we all deserve
MORE...Try Pressed to impress.
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Legal Sea Foods chowder dropped from inauguration menu

Rural Americans are more likely to die from the top 5 cause…

Brookline woman found dead in home; sister may have live…

Obama awards Biden Presidential Medal of Freedom

Northeast will experience faster warming from climate chan…

CNN at war with Trump over what its reporting unleashed
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